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CSGF News

Quarterly events

I. CSGF made its debut at the China Ed-

convened at the National Exhibition and

ucation Equipment Exhibition

Convention Center (Shanghai) during China

The 76th China Education Equipment Exhi-

Sport Show 2019. Representatives from

bition was held at Chongqing International

160 universities across the country attended

Expo Center between April 26 and 28, 2019.

the meeting.

The 1,500sqm sports equipment exhibition

III.CSGF Stadium Committee hosted a

area at the south end of the central hall

series of large-scale public-interest training

attracted numerous visitors. Twenty sports

programs to introduce new products, tech-

equipment suppliers organized by CSGF

nologies, standards and solutions for sports

attended the exhibition for the first time. It

venue construction and operation, as well

marks another positive attempt made by

as supply-demand matching events. The

sports and education institutions to

public-interest training programs and sup-

strengthen sports-education integration

ply-demand matching events themed by

and efforts to promote physical education in

sports venue construction and operation

schools.

was one of the fifty-odd key events of the

II. In response to the call of the Ministry of

China Sport Show. A total of 292 Repre-

Education on modernization of school

sentatives of 155 units from 27 provinces,

sports facilities, CSGF School Physical Ed-

autonomous regions and municipalities

ucation Committee inaugural meeting and

across the country attended the event.

the first plenary meeting of the council was
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China Sport Show 2019
Dropped its Curtain with a
Success
China International Sporting Goods Show

The exhibition was divided into three

2019 (Hereinafter China Sport Show 2019)

themed zones, namely fitness & healthy life

came to a successful conclusion on 26th

zone, sports & leisure zone and stadium

May in National Exhibition and Convention

construction and flooring zone.

Center (Shanghai).

Fitness Zone is the largest zone of the exhi-

As the biggest and most authoritative sport-

bition, 684 exhibitors shared 102,700 sqm,

ing goods show in Asia Pacific region, China

covering fitness equipment and accesso-

Sport Show is an important platform for

ries, massage, sports rehabilitation equip-

industry resources and information ex-

ment, sports nutrition and outdoor public

change.

fitness facilities.

1480 exhibitors from over 60 countries and
regions participated as exhibitors. In the
4-day exhibition, 150,000 insiders and enthusiasts from over 80 countries and regions visited.
Over 50 concurrent events of 6 categories
were held during China Sport Show 2019.
20 national media, 16 local media and 2

Number of exhibitors / exhibition area by sub-categories

overseas media reported the whole course

Fitness Zone

and over 60 media published China Sport
Show through TV, printed and internet
media.

338 companies attended as exhibitors in
stadium construction, facilities & flooring
zone with a total area of 42,000 sqm. Overseas exhibitor zone is also located in this
exhibition zone with a total area of 572 sqm.

Number of exhibitors / exhibition area by sub-categories

STATISTICS OF EXHIBITIORS
02

Stadium Construction, Facilities & Flooring

Show News

In Sports & leisure zone, you will find
sportswear, footwear, outdoor sports
equipment, ballgames equipment and racket
games equipment. What’s new for this
year is that 9 national or regional sports organizations and associations attended
China Sport Show as exhibitors, including
Team China, golf, equestrian, kite, rowing,
sailing etc.

Main business categories of the visitors

STATISTICS OF EXHIBITIORS
Number of exhibitors / exhibition area by
sub-categories
Sports & Leisure

Over 100,000 visitors visited China Sport

Products that visitors are interested in

Show in the four days, including industry
insiders and enthusiasts.

Number of visitors
Role in purchase process
About 34% of the professional visitors are in
business of fitness equipment or massage

China Sport Show 2020 will be held 21st

equipment and 16% in stadium construc-

-24th May 2020 in National Exhibition and

tion. Seeing from products that the visitors

Convention Center (Shanghai), same venue

are interested in, we can also find the simi-

as this year. Basic exhibition area setting

lar trend. Nearly half of the visitors are in

and scale will be similar as this year. Hope

charge of purchasing process.

to see you again next year in Shanghai.
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Development strategy of
China's top three sports brands

China Sports Industry Summit 2018

According to the China Commercial and

Li-Ning and Anta have reinvented their

Industrial Research Institute, Chinese

brands and expanded their business, the

sporting goods suppliers recorded operating

differences in competitive advantages and

revenue of 148.49 billion Yuan in 2017, an

market layout of China's top three sports

increase of 6.3% year-on-year. China

brands start to emerge.

sporting good industry reported sustained

04

income and profit growth from 2013 to 2017

Anta -- multi-brand, global develop-

with a fast compound annual growth rate at

ment, sports event sponsorship

7.64% and 9.37% respectively. Thanks to

Building on its traditional advantages in

the strong support of the state policies, Chi-

edging into the markets in small cities in

na's sports goods industry is expected to

China and in sports sponsorship over the

boom. The sales of the industry will top 200

years, Anta is ambitious in its global expan-

billion Yuan in 2022. According to Azoya

sion, which is also evidenced by its recent

Group, China's sportswear market size ex-

blockbusting international acquisition. Anta

ceeds $31 billion by estimation as the

released its Q1 2019 report recently. It de-

second largest market in the world. As Xtep,

livered growth between 10% to 20% in retail

Industry News

sales, while FILA and some other brands
owned by the company grew in the range
between 65% to 70%. Led by the strategy of
one focus, multi-brand and full channels,
Anta was doing exceptionally well last year
since the company went public 11 years
ago. The revenue, operating profit and profit
attributable to shareholders of the company
hit record highs and maintained double digit
growth for five consecutive years. In 2018,
the sales revenue of the company reached
24.1 billion yuan with year-over-year

Li-Ning: fashion sports, brand value

growth of 44.4%. Anta posted the 2018 net

grown from intellectual property,

profit of 4.103 billion yuan, rising 32.9%.The

first-tier cities

gross profit margin increased 3.2 percent-

While Anta and Xtep implement their

ages to 52.6% and the operating profit grew

multi-brand strategies by international ac-

by 42.9% to 5.7 billion yuan.

quisitions, Li-Ning instead focuses on im-

By the end of 2018, Anta owned 12,188

proving its main brand visibility and deliver

outlets, of which over 30 percent are shop-

appealing products.

ping mall stores and more than 40 percent

This week Li-Ning posted moderate

locate in the first and second-tier cities in

year-on-year growth in the range between

China. This suggests Anta has maintained a

10 to 20% according to the price on the tag

balance in presence in the first-tier cities

from the purchase orders placed by the

and other regions and opened numerous

franchised dealers at the Q4 2019 or-

shops in the small-and-middle-sized cities.

der-placing meeting held in this March (ex-

The brands purchased by the company are

cluding the children's wear brand Li-Ning

mostly geared up for the middle and

YOUNG). Statistics from Li-Ning's outlets in

high-end markets. The main brand Anta

operation in the same quarter of last year

will improve its presence in the

show that same-store sales is up by the

third-and-fourth-tier cities, FILA serves the

range between 10 to 20 percent

first and second-tier cities and Descente

year-on-year in the first quarter by 31

will focus on the high-end market.

March 2019.

Anta buying Amer Sports, the international

The company's revenue rose 18% to

sporting goods tycoon, at the end of 2018 is

10.511 billion yuan in 2018. The gross profit

one of the most high-profile acquisition in

margin was 47.1% and the net profit grew

China in the year, demonstrating the new

by 39% to 715 million yuan. The revenue

phase of Anta's going abroad effort with

growth is mostly contributed by the surge of

multiple brands. Ding Shizhong, the Chair-

its e-commerce business, strong retail

man of the Board and CEO of Anta, men-

sales and popular basketball and fashion

tioned that it was the most important deci-

sports goods, according to the report. By 31

sion he had made since he set up the brand

December 2018, Li-Ning owned 6,344 out-

27 year ago.

lets and 793 Li-Ning YOUNG shops across
05
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China.

owned subsidiary Xtep Holdings Limited

Furthermore, Li-Ning collaborates with Ital-

(Xtep Holdco) partnered with Wolverine,

ian brand Lotto Sport and French outdoor

after signing the agreements to form a joint

sportswear company Aigle in distribution

venture, to jointly promote the development,

although the brands have small market

marketing and wholesale of outdoor sports-

shares.

wear brand Merrell and running shoe brand
Saucony (including shoes, sports clothing

06

Xtep: Professional sportswear,

and accessories) in the Greater China

multi-brand, edging into the markets in

Region. Xtep Holdco and its partner paid

the smaller cities in China

155 million yuan respectively in initial fund-

The new approaches adopted by Xtep over

ing toward the joint venture, according to the

the past two years illustrate a clear

public report. Xtep's shareholders believe

multi-brand and international strategy. Xtep

that the 50:50 venture will be conducive to

reported this March that its direct wholly-

the company's effort to build a multi-brand

Industry News

conglomerate to meet the needs of the

China had hosted only 134 marathons in

increasingly matured Chinese consumers.

2015, but the number rose sharply to 1,102

The multi-brand strategy, including

two years later thanks to the growth in the

K-Swiss, Merrell and Saucony, suggests

second and third-tier cities. This makes

that Xtep targets middle and high-end

Xtep a direct beneficiary from the marathon

sports brands in acquisition as it continue to

dividend. 95% of the 6,000-odd shops

implement its professional sportswear strat-

owned by Xtep in China have been opened

egy.

in the non-first-tier cities. Xtep has founded

Early in 2007, Xtep began to shift its focus

six Xtep runner clubs across China with

on running shoes market by sponsoring

123,000 members. A GF Securities re-

marathon events. It became one of the first

searcher said that the growth of marathon

domestic marathon sponsors. In 2010, Xtep

events in the non-first-tier cities will fuel the

introduced the slogan of "Love Running and

sales of Xtep running shoes.

Love Xtep". Since then, marathon events
have thrived in China. Marathon events

（From: Ladymax.cn）

inthe country have surged since 2015.
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2019 China sports
consumption trends report
The 2019 Online Sports Consumption New
Trends Report issued by Ecosports.cn and
the sports department of JD.com Inc. detailed the new trends in Chinese sports
consumption from four perspectives, i.e.,
sport, city, user and brand. An excerpt of
the report is as follows. "Unpopular sports"
business value growth is in consistent with
expenditure on their per capita derivatives.
According to the per capita expenditure on
related products of the sport and based on
the sampling survey, we conclude the top
10 most popular sports in China as follows,
swim, baseball, basketball, table tennis, golf,
badminton, soccer, chess, poker and mahjong, tennis.
Sports such as baseball are dubbed as "minority sports" or "unpopular sports" due to
limited participation at home. It could be
commonly believed that there is only limited
room for their marketing but that is just a

08

conclusion drawn by the perception of com-

consumption, which is largely attributable to

petitive sports. A research found that its

an updated sports perception from younger

participants hardly see a baseball match

consumers. They care more about how

from their feedback and less than 5% of

sports can benefit them and their life. In

them heard of or knew well baseball stars

other words, a person who knows nothing

such as Bryce Harper or Ichiro Suzuki.

about association football and the rule of

Instead these participants loved to buy re-

offside can still love Cristiano Ronaldo, buy

lated products, including baseball cap and

an England football jersey or fly to Russia to

jersey. They held a simple perception of

watch a FIFA World Cup match.

baseball as a fashionable sport. Buying re-

Chinese used to learn and experience

lated products can bring changes to their life

sports from TV broadcasting or from the

styles for a better quality. Fashion is why

perspective of competitive sports. However,

people buy this kind of sports goods.

sports today is characterized by more

"Unpopular sports" such as baseball are

diversified content and ways to participate.

showing their commercial value in sports

With the growing need to incorporate sports

Industry News

in their daily life, Chinese is more willing to

The sports consumption trend in the

spend their money on their sporting hobbies

new-first-tier cities is consistent with their

for a better health.

individual culture, and overall growth is

This is why more and more "unpopular

achieved in sports consumption in the

sports" or sports with limited participation at

second-, third- and fourth-tier cities. The

home begin to show their commercial value

first-tier-cities sports consumption surged

in sports consumption. Popular or unpopu-

49% and 23% in 2017 and 2018 respective-

lar sports, sports marketing in the

ly, while the new-first-tier cities grew by

pan-sports era must not only put focus on

71% and 22% respectively and the sec-

competitive sports.

ond-tier cities 79% and 19%.
Sports consumption varies in cities. The

Sports consumption expanding to the

data of sports consumption of the first,

new-first-tier cities

new-first, second, third and fourth-tier cities

A recent survey shows that the four first-tier

suggest that fast growth in sports con-

cities in China, i.e., Beijing, Shanghai,

sumption has remained in these cities and

Guangzhou and Shenzhen, lead the pack in

their sports consumption is deeply inter-

the volume of sports consumption. The

twined with their urban culture and the life of

new-first-tier cities such as Chengdu,

their residents despite the gap in the total

Hangzhou, Suzhou, Tianjin and Chongqing

consumption.

are chasing after the top four cities with

The residents of the first-tier cities pay

rapid growth in sports consumption. For ex-

more attention to product quality, differenti-

ample, Chengdu ranks third in yoga related

ation and personality; the residents of the

consumption. Chongqing shows strong

new-first-tier cities have a strong demand

growth in association football and fitness

for sports goods and service (trainings); the

while Suzhou in golf and angling.

residents of the second-tier cities are in
great needs of sports goods; the residents
of the third and fourth-tier cities spend most
of their money on sportswear and shoes
with a high price-performance ratio. The
increasing sports population in these tiered
cities underpins the sustained market
growth for the related companies in the
supply chain of sports consumption.
Post-95 and female consumers are the
main driving force for future market
growth.
China's male consumers used to be a dominant force in its sports consumption. However, the latest survey shows that the purchasing power of the female consumers is
significantly improved. The gap between
09
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them and the male consumers in market

to running shoes, basketball shoes, surf

share is narrowing, especially in sports-

boards, smart wristbands, yoga mats and

wear, shoes, physical exercise and yoga

fat-burning machines. Users have a greater

items.

need in sports services such as training,

What is important is that the female con-

starting to pay attention to new experience

sumers also support consumption in cos-

in sports consumption.

metics and skin care products while they

Furthermore, the wider application of 5G

work out. The sampling survey suggests

and artificial intelligence technology in the

that one fifth of the female participants

upcoming years, alongside with the Internet,

attach great importance to the utility of

will strengthen the connection between the

sports goods while nearly four fifth of them

consumers and the sports goods. The con-

care more about comfortable and fashion

venient e-payment also further lowers the

sports goods and their consuming intention

technological criterion for a higher conver-

is stronger than that of males. The growth of

sion rate of sports products. The partici-

sports consumption from the post-95 con-

pants also begin to attach greater impor-

sumers outstrips other aged groups and

tance to the value-add features of sports

they rank No.1 in total consumption and

technology products. The demand for

consumption growth in many categories

sports technology and value-add products

such as sportswear and shoes. The

will continue to grow, which suggests that

post-95 consumers attach greater attention

value-add smart sports goods still have a

to product quality and personality in sports

large market share. The growth in market

consumption. China's overall sports con-

share of sports technology products, such

sumption covers a wider range of products

as smart wristband and treadmill, is signifi-

and new trends emerge. The latest surveys

cant. The survey shows that 80% of the

showed that sports consumption is increas-

participants mostly use sports technology

ingly diversified to meet the needs of pur-

products for effective tracking their physio-

chasing products in more segments, ex-

logical indexes and maintaining good

panding from basic sportswear and shoes

health.

Industry News

Administration of Sport of China and National Development and Reform Commission jointly issued the Action Plan to Further
Promote Sports Consumption (2019-2020)
and set a goal that by the end of 2020 the
total sports consumption nationwide will
reach 1.5 trillion yuan, the proportion of per
capita sports consumption expenditure to
total expenditure on consumption will have a
significant increase, and the structure of
sports consumption will be more reasonable. The core of the Action Plan is to keep
improving the quality and boost sports consumption, giving full play of the role of sports
industry in increasing domestic demand,
promoting transformation and updating of
Improved market share for domestic

China's economic structure, boosting em-

footwear brands

ployment and fostering new economic driv-

For example, the sales of domestic footwear

ers. Sports industry and sports consumption

brands grew by 20% in 2018 year-on-year.

will play an increasingly important role in

Domestic brands continue to improve their

meeting the ever-growing need of Chinese

market share against their foreign competi-

people for a better life and carrying out the

tors in China's sportswear and shoes

sports powerhouse and healthy China ini-

market. With product updating and

tiative.

re-branding, domestic sporting good
brands are appealing to a growing number

(Wu Jiawei)

of the younger people. In particular, sportswear and shoes meet the need of post-90
and post-95 consumers in pursuing fashion, diversified and high quality apparel as
they have gradually become the biggest
aged group in sports consumption.
The most favored sports brands in China in
2018 are as follows (in random order): Anta,
Li-Ning, Asics, Erke, Nike, Adidas, Converse, Qiaodan and New Balance. Notably,
foreign sports brands also take the initiative
to speed up expansion in China. In 2018,
their sales in China rose 46% year-on-year
and domestic sports brands were still in a
cut-throat race with foreign competitors.
Summary At the beginning of 2019, General
11
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New forms of sports
consumption in the 5G era
Can an average runner produce full mara-

embraces the idea of fitness for all, sports

thon race video? Is it possible to host a

will be fully integrated as a part of Chinese

large-scale sports race without a profes-

people's life and they are willing to partici-

sional venue? You can take the coach certi-

pate in physical exercise. The needs must

fication exam by self-learning. Many im-

be met with all-round sports service.

possibilities have become possible now

In fact, BT Sport, a British company, has

thanks to new technologies. "QQLive Sports

introduced 5G live streaming into soccer

(live.qq.com) ran the trial of artificial intelli-

matches and launched a 4K live streaming

gence editing for the Haikou Marathon con-

for the first time. Football fans can access

cluded in March 2019 and the results are

to multiple wireless cameras in the stadium

promising." said the CEO Liu Jianhong. In

through the 5G network and watch the race

2018, over 1,500 Chinese marathon races

by choosing a player's or the referee's

were registered at the Chinese Athletic As-

viewpoint. This grants the user a brand new

sociation. A facial recognition system will be

game watching experience.

adopted to recognize, track and record the
performance of the marathon runners for full
race in the future so that the exclusive
runner documentary can be produced and
the runners can get their personalized
videos soon after the race.
"5G technology opens the door for breakthroughs for each industry." said Cai Hongyan, Chairman of the Board of CEC-IoT. "I
visioned many application scenarios after
seeing the Haikou Marathon video (recorded in a trial conducted by QQLive Sports).
For example, I can track the runner's speed,
heart rate and other vital signs with my App
when the runner begins the race. The
peer-to-peer data transmission is going to
largely change sports."
"The era of 5G suggests the full application
of Internet of Things (IoT). It is a revolution
for media broadcasting and for sports
industry." Wang Qi, CEO of Gehua Zhongao
Investing Co., suggested that as China
12
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Thanks to more affordable Internet packag-

stadium, home and community. Players at

es in China, premium sports events have

different locations will no longer hamper

been mostly streamed on new media and

online and offline competition.

even in the short video format. The user

What's more valuable is that smart darts

community could vary from time to time;

break the bottleneck of players playing

they will watch the games in more frag-

simultaneously. The players, by using their

mented time slots with further requests and

own free time without undermining their

more personalized needs; the interaction

work and study, can group and compete at

need will increase.

different time slots and their rankings will be

Early this year, the General Administration

decided by the automated electronic scoring

of Sport of China and National Development

system.

and Reform Commission jointly issued the

Lu Shan, General Manager of QQLive

Action Plan to Further Promote Sports Con-

Sports business department, introduced a

sumption (2019-2020). The Action Plan put

new competition launched by the streaming

forward seven priorities in the two years, of

service provider -- QQLive Sports Online

which the most important task for sports

One-on-One Match. "This is a new attempt

consumption is to diversify the forms of rel-

of QQLive Sports online competition. In

evant businesses and foster the awareness

doing so, we can run, organize and show

of sports consumption. The smart dart

traditional competitions in a new way. By

competition hosted during the national

integrating offline races to the online plat-

smart sports games makes a case in point.

form, we can change when and where the

Player's scores can be auto-updated with

race is hosted. Based on the split-screen

smart sensing technology with the help of

live streaming technology exclusively owned

the smart darts and the standard Bluetooth

by QQLive Sports, two players can compete

smart dart boards. Even if the players are

on the online platform with more immediate

not in the same venue, they can still play

results and better game watching experi-

against each other as the network can link

ence provided by the host." said him.
13
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"We will host professional races, qualifiers

ground) Sports Academy. It will offer more

and online family races. We hope to intro-

certification training programs at its online

duce a brand new competition mode by col-

platform, collaborate with Perfect World Ed-

laborating with QQLive Sports through new

ucation and Lian Meng E-sports to promote

competition organization, production and

online e-sports education. These efforts

broadcasting. The beta testing of the latest

mark a turning point for QQLive Sports and

dart online competition is underway and it

the innovative changes of China's sports

will be released soon." indicated by Duobiao

industry in the new era of Internet.

Sports Culture Co. CEO Wang Zheng.

The 5G era is approaching, and, indeed, not

Liu Jianhong suggests that the new tech-

just the pioneering sports companies must

nologies have brought new challenges and

find their ways for further development, but

opportunities to China's sports industry. To

the sports industry itself also needs to break

seize the opportunity and become an indus-

the bottleneck, finding a foothold in the new

try leader, one must better ride the trends

era and avoiding becoming obsolete.

and meet the personality and popularity
needs.
QQLive Sports has introduced a new training product -- Erjiaochang (goose training

14
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Industry structure and
development trends of Chinese
sneakers in 2018
With the integration of fitness for all initiative

top four remained the same as last year.

into China's state strategy, the improvement

361 Degrees moved up one spot to the fifth

of public health awareness and better

place with 340.9 points. Other brands dom-

access to public sports facilities, China's

inating the top 15 include Qiaodan, Xtep,

sneaker industry has entered a new phase

Kappa, New Balance, Converse, Puma,

of growth marked by intense market com-

Peak, Erke, Warrior and KBird.

petition. At present, domestic players, such

As for basketball shoes, a product segment

as Anta, Xtep, Li-Ning, 361 Degrees, and

of sneakers, international brands, such as

foreign brands, including Nike, Adidas, New

Nike and Adidas, still lead the pack. Do-

Balance, Skechers, Asics, operate in Chi-

mestic players, including Li-Ning, Peak and

na's sneaker market.

Anta, develop rapidly, invest more resourc-

The 2018 China Sports Shoes Brand Power

es into their R&D actively and collaborate

Index released by Chnbrand suggests that

with state sports programs. These endeav-

Nike tops the rankings with 572.5 points with

ors helped the three companies improving

Adidas, Li-Ning and Anta at its heels. The

their competitiveness in sneakers over the

15
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recent years.

fashion elements into production, providing

Thanks to the rise in public interest in run-

comfortable and fashion products appealing

ning, the market for running shoes has

to common sports lovers.

taken a great leap and marathon events

Furthermore, domestic sneaker companies

hosted in China surged from 22 in 2011 to

have been operating in second and

1,102 in 2017, a fifty fold increase in seven

third-tier markets for a long time while the

years with a compound annual growth rate

first-tier market has been dominated by

of 120%. The 1,102 marathon races hosted

international players such as Adidas and

in 2017 were participated by 4.98 million

Nike. It undoubtedly undermines the devel-

runners, rising 77.9% when compared to the

opment of domestic sports brand as they

2.8 million participants in 2016. The players

can not access to the first-tier market with

in the running shoes market are therefore

hefty profit. Domestic sports brands have

packed. The three leaders are Asics, New

made hard efforts to improve product quali-

Balance and Adidas. Chinese brands, such

ty, speed up their negotiations with the

as Anta and Li-Ning, have continued accel-

shopping malls and make preparations for

erating.

first-tier market entry; they have also tried

Leisure shoes can meet customer's need

to buy foreign top brands and use them as

for daily wear with its simple and comfort-

footholds to improve its market share in the

able design philosophy. It is an important

first-tier market.

product segment in the sneaker market. In

Going abroad is how domestic sneaker

Hong Kong and many developed countries,

companies further develop in the future.

people prefer leisure shoes for their daily

Many Chinese sneaker companies em-

wear for its comfortability and style, howev-

barked on the global branding journey very

er, the Chinese leisure shoes industry is

early, while some chose to establish sub-

relatively underdeveloped with only a few

sidiaries in foreign countries to develop

strong players in this category. At present,

franchise business and some opened man-

the leisure shoes ranking list is topped by

ufacturing sites overseas to link manufac-

Ecco, followed by Skechers and

ture, supply and marketing. These efforts

KAN-Glong.

did yield some positive results but they are
still struggling to build global brand images

Sports shoes market trends

and they are still operating in the middle

As the market competition gets increasingly

and low-end markets. Chinese sports

intense, the sneaker companies need to pay

brands can accelerate their going abroad

attention to the market needs in different

efforts by foreign brand acquisition, learning

product segments, keep seeking techno-

international enterprise management and

logical breakthroughs and introducing new

fully leveraging foreign brands' distribution

materials and techniques. Only hi-tech

channels.

products can meet and lead the market
needs and their release in the market can
improve their brands' reputation and image.
While keeping refining the quality of the
sneaker, their makers also need to integrate
16
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Industry structure and
development trends of Chinese
sportswear in 2018

Thanks to the improvement of public health

will play a bigger role in providing all types

awareness and sports facilities, the public

of products in the sector.

participation in sports in China has largely

Sportswear can be functional and profes-

grown in recent years. Their need for sports

sional. As fashionable sportswear has

goods is also on the rise and the sportswear

become increasingly popular over the last

industry has achieved a fast development.

decade, consumers keep refreshing their

2018 saw the market size grew to 230.8

understanding in sportswear and have a

billion yuan, an increase of 11%

growing preference in them, and a general

year-on-year. With the emerging trend of

"sports style" is therefore invented. These

"sports casual wear"and the growing need

factors, alongside with bigger market share

of "differentiation"and "high-end product"in

of sportswear and shoes in emerging mar-

the market, sportswear companies can

kets with China at its core and the promo-

meet the diversified needs of the customers

tion from a great number of influential

in sports and life with multi-dimensional and

sports events, help sportswear become one

full-category products. Leading companies

of the high-profile segment in the growth of
17
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the apparel industry.

Scale and Growth in 2017 on January 8,

The strong public interest in sports drive the

2019, which suggested the overall scale

fast development of the sportswear indus-

(expenditure) of national sports industry in

try. The Chinese government has made

2017 is 2.2 trillion yuan. The construction of

great efforts to integrate fitness for all initia-

fitness facilities, including stadium, fitness

tive into its state strategy and promote the

trail and sports park, picked up its momen-

sound development of the Chinese sports

tum with a growth rate of 94.7%, indicating

sector. In October 2014, the State Council

the fast and thriving development in sports

issued Opinions on Accelerating the Devel-

facility building.

opment of Sports Industry and Promoting

The Report on Prospective Studies and

Sports Consumption, a milestone guideline

Investment Strategy Planning and Analysis

in the sports sector to boost the high-speed

of Chinese Sportswear Market issued by

and further development of sports industry.

Qianzhan Industry Research Institute sug-

A series of official guidelines were issued

gests that, thanks to health awareness im-

after that to improve public awareness of

provement and sports facility upgrading,

fitness. In August 2017, General Adminis-

significantly greater public participation in

tration of Sport of China issued the Fitness

sports has been achieved and the sports-

Guide for Chinese, a number of sports ad-

wear industry has developed rapidly. Chi-

vices given by the Chinese government to

na's sportswear market expanded from

the public for the first time. Besides intro-

16.2 billion yuan in 2003 to 66.4 billion yuan

ducing relevant policies, Chinese govern-

in 2008. Due to the impact of varying mac-

ment also improved the sports facilities over

ro-economic environment, consumption

recent years and rapid investment growth

upgrading and other factors, the growth of

were attained.

sportswear market eased after that. But it

National Bureau of Statistics and General

kept double-digit fast growth driven by the

Administration of Sport jointly issued the

fitness for all trend. In 2012 China's sports-

Report on National Sports Industry Overall

wear market exceeded 100 billion yuan to
roughly 122 billion yuan. By the end of
2017, China's sportswear market grew to
over 200 billion yuan. It is estimated that
China's sportswear market will rise to
around 230.8 billion yuan, an increase of
11% year-on-year. Industry leaders have
taken up bigger market shares in the
sector. From 2008 to 2017, the market
share of China's top 3 sportswear brands
rose from 38.1% to 51.5%, in particular in
2017, the market share exceeded the total
share of the rest (48.5%). One reason for
that is sportswear is a functional product. In
comparison to casual wear, sportswear is
featured with physical exercise functions,
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creating a high entry barrier. Moreover,
sportswear is less fashion-oriented and
there is a strong convergence in consumption. It is therefore easier to realize scale
effects. The second reason for that is the
lack of premium sports event and marketing
resources. Marketing can significantly promotes sportswear sales. For example, the
sports brand FILA reinvented itself from the
brink of bankruptcy because of its successful marketing strategy. However, premium
sports marketing resources, such as stars
and top sports events, are quite few and
they are mostly taken by leading brands.
Sportswear market competition analysis: Domestic and foreign brands have
equal share of the market
At present there are over 20 influential
sportswear brands in domestic market and
foreign and homegrown brands have equal
share of the market. International top sports
brands, such as Nike and Adidas, dominate
the first-tier cities sportswear and shoes

Li-Ning, has attracted a great number of

market on the basis of their strong financial

consumers in need of basic sports goods.

strength, cutting-edge design philosophy

For brands which operating in markets in

and influential brand promotion and market-

the second and third-tier cities, they will be

ing. Domestic sports brands, including Anta,

operating under a growing pressure from

361 Degrees, Xtep and KBird, have

international brands and domestic leaders.

emerged rapidly in the market over the
recent years and built up their own marketing networks, dominating the sportswear
and shoes markets in the second, third and

（Provided by Qianzhan Industry Research
Institute）

fourth-tier cities. Full-category and functional products is the main development
direction for the sports brands.
With varying market needs and consumption upgrading in the sector, the consumers
will prefer functional products. Tapping on
their competitive edges, foreign brands,
including Nike and Adidas, and domestic
leading companies, such as Anta and
19
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